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Abstract A novel fiber-optic evanescent wave sensor
(FOEWS) for O2 detection based on [Ru(bpy)3]

2+-doped
hybrid fluorinated ORMOSILs (organically modified sili-
cates) has been developed. The sensing element was
fabricated by dip-coating the optical fiber with [Ru
(bpy)3]

2+-doped hybrid fluorinated ORMOSILs composed
of n-propyltrimethoxysilane (n-propyl-TriMOS) and 3, 3, 3-
trifluoropropyltrimethoxysilane (TFP–TriMOS). Fluoro-
phores of [Ru(bpy)3]

2+ were excited by the evanescent
wave field produced on the fiber core surface and the
emission fluorescence was quenched by O2. Spectroscopic
properties have been characterized by FTIR and UV–VIS
absorption measurements. By using the presented hybrid
fluorinated ORMOSILs, which enhances the coating sur-
face hydrophobicity, the quenching response is increased.
The sensitivity of the sensor is 7.5, which is quantified in
terms of the ratio IN2/IO2 (IN2 and IO2 represent the
fluorescence intensities in pure N2 and pure O2 environ-
ments, respectively). The limit of detection (L.O.D.) is
0.01% (3σ) and the response time is about 1 s. Meanwhile,
the proposed FOEWS has the advantages of easy fabrica-
tion, low cost, fast response and suitable sensitivity for
oxygen monitoring using a cheap blue LED as light source
and coupling a miniature PMT detector directly to the
optical fiber probe.
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Introduction

Oxygen (O2) sensing is of major importance in many
chemical and biological applications. The two most common
methods employed for O2 detection are Winkler titration
approach and the Clark electrode. However, they either need
long response time and complex operation procedure, or
consume O2 and are used mainly for sensing dissolved O2.
Optical O2 sensors offer the advantages of not consuming
O2, having shorter response time and being used for
measuring O2 in both gas and aqueous phases. They are
mainly based on the quenching of fluorescence or phospho-
rescence by molecular O2 and are extensively applied in the
chemical [1], clinical [2] and environmental fields [3].

During the optical O2 sensor fabrication process,
luminescent molecules are commonly immobilized in solid
matrixes, which act as media for supporting the sensor dyes
and for O2 permeability from the surroundings [4].
Therefore, the sensor performance strongly depends on
the immobilization method used to host the O2-sensitive
luminophores. Among developed immobilization methods,
physisorption commonly suffers from sensing material
leakage though the physisorption process is very simple;
covalent attachment can eliminate the leaching problem at
the cost of complex chemistry reaction, time-consuming
and high cost. As a result, sequestration of the recognition
chemistry within a porous, three-dimensional network has
become an attractive mean to alleviate the above-mentioned
immobilization problems. Sol-gel oxides (xerogels) with
excellent chemical, photochemical and thermal stability
were attractive for fluorophores immobilization. A signif-
icant number of optical O2 sensors based on sol–gel-
derived materials have been reported in the literature [5–
13]. However, those inorganic sol–gel-based O2 sensors
commonly suffer from unstable response and nonlinear
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Stern–Volmer plots together with shrinkage and pore
collapse of sensing film along the time.

ORMOSILs (organically modified silicates), which can
reduce the degree of cross-linking, improve film adhesion to
its support, reduce the concentration of surface silanol groups
and alter partition coefficients, have been developed to
improve the sol–gel glasses performance [14, 15]. ORMO-
SILs using allows the preparation of tailor-made xerogels-
based composites to possess typical properties of organic
materials such as flexibility and mechanical strength as well
as benefits of inorganic materials such as high tensile
strength and chemical resistance. In recent years, new
fluorinated ORMOSILs were developed [16, 17] and have
been applied in several sensing applications [18–20].

The fiber-optic evanescent wave sensor (FOEWS),
which avoids laborious optical adjustment, has been
conveniently and effectively used in many practical
applications [21–26]. The evanescent wave (EW) field is
produced by total internal reflection (TIR, a fundamental
characteristic of an optic fiber) and its intensity decays
exponentially from the fiber core surface into the medium.
The EW field can excite fluorophores immobilized on the
core surface and the produced fluorescence is then coupled
back into the fiber core to the detection system.

In this paper, we present the details of a simple, sensitive
and low cost LED sourced fiber-optic evanescent wave O2

sensor (FOEWS) based on novel hybrid fluorinated
ORMOSILs coating. The sensing coating was fabricated
by dip-coating the optical fiber with [Ru(bpy)3]

2+-doped
hybrid ORMOSILs that are composed of alkyl ORMOSIL
n-propyltrimethoxysilane (n-propyl-TriMOS) and perfluor-
oalkyl ORMOSIL 3, 3, 3-trifluoropropyltrimethoxysilane
(TFP–TriMOS). The fluorophores of [Ru(bpy)3]

2+ were
immobilized into the ORMOSILs-based coating and were
excited by the evanescent wave field. Emission fluores-
cence was quenched by the presence of oxygen and
quenching response is increased with the enhancement of
the coating surface hydrophobicity by using the presented
hybrid fluorinated ORMOSILs. UV and FTIR have been
used to study the spectroscopic properties and the perform-
ances of the presented FOEWS for O2 detection are
reported in detail.

Experimental section

Reagents and materials

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+ was purchased from Fluka (USA). TFP–

TriMOS and n-propyl-TriMOS were kindly supplied by
Feidian Trade Ltd. (Hangzhou, China) and Nengde Chem-
ical Co., Ltd. (Nanjing, China), respectively. HCl and EtOH
were obtained from Shenyang Chemical Reagent Company

(Shenyang, China). All reagents were of analytical grade
and used as received.

Apparatus and optical systems

Figure 1 illustrates the experimental setup system for O2

sensing. The plastic coated silica (PCS) optical fiber (core
diameter = 400 μm, NA = 0.37) was purchased from
Chunhui Inc., Ltd. (Nanjing, China). A blue lamp LED
(Shifeng Co. Ltd., Shenzhen, China) was used as the
excitation light source. A photomultiplier (PMT R928,
Hamamatsu, Japan) was used for the fluorescence signal
detection that passed through a long-pass filter (LP 610 nm;
Bodian Optical Corp. Ltd., Beijing, China). The UV–Vis
lambda 35 spectrometer (Perkin Elmer, USA) and the
spectrum 100 FTIR spectrometer (Perkin Elmer, USA)
were used to detect the UV and FTIR absorbance,
respectively. Different O2 concentrations were obtained by
mixing O2 and N2 and controlled through gas flowmeters.

Preparation of optical fiber probe

Adopting a similar approach to that used by Bukowski et al.
[16], a composite precursor solution was prepared by
mixing TFP-TriMOS (1.5 mL) and n-propyl-TriMOS
(0.69 mL). Then EtOH (1.5 mL), deionized water
(0.635 mL) and HCl (0.08 mL of 0.1M HCl) were added
to the sol solution to catalyze the ORMOSIL reaction. The
solution was then capped and sonicated for 1 h.

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+ was dissolved in EtOH to form 5 mM sensor

dye solution. The luminophore-doped sol solution was
prepared by physically mixing 20 μL of 5 mM [Ru(bpy)3]

2+

with 80-μL portion of the prepared TFP-TriMOS / n-propyl-
TriMOS sol solution. This fluorinated xerogels-based mix-
ture was sonicated under ambient conditions for 10 min prior
to fiber coating.

A 20-cm long PCS optical fiber was used and a 6-cm
region in the middle of the fiber was decladded by exposing
it to a flame which burned the plastic clad. The decladded
region was immersed in NaOH solution 0.1M for 24 h and
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of fiber-optic O2 sensor system by
evanescent wave excitation: A, blue LED; B, optical fiber; C, gas
inlet; D, flow cell; E, sensing coating doped with [Ru(bpy)3]

2+; F,
long-pass filter (LP610); G, photomultiplier (PMT); H, gas outlet
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then washed in water and ethanol prior to coating. The
decladded section of the fiber was then dip-coated by slow
withdrawal from the coating solution. After coating, the
fiber was dried for at least 72 h. Then the dried fiber was
put into a homemade flow cell. The flow cell volume was
about 0.4 mL and the gas flow rate was 150 mL/min. All of
the procedures were performed at room temperature.

Results and discussion

Basic theory

Principle of Evanescent Wave (EW)

The sensor configuration employed by us relies on
evanescent wave (EW) interactions between the guided
radiation and an analyte-sensitive reagent. If total internal
reflection (TIR) occurs, an evanescent wave (EW) field
extends at the interface between the optically denser
waveguide (refractive index n1) and an optically thinner
adjacent medium (refractive index n2; with n1>n2) [27].
The degree of penetration is often characterized by the
penetration depth, dp, which is the perpendicular distance
from the interface at which the electric field amplitude, E,
has fallen to 1/e of its value, E0 at the interface [28] i.e.,

E ¼ Eo exp �z
�
dp

� � ð1Þ
The penetration depth, dp, of the evanescent field is

defined as [28]

dp ¼ l
.
2p n1

2sin2q � n2
2

� �1=2 ð2Þ

where λ is the wavelength of the radiation and θ is the
incoupling angle. Absorbing species presented within the
penetration depth of the evanescent field interact with
radiation, resulting in attenuation of the frequencies where
resonant energy transfer to the vibrational modes of
molecules occurs.

Principle of fluorescence quenching sensing for O2

If the luminescence quenching is purely dynamic, the
excited–state lifetime and the intensity are related to the
O2 concentration. In the simplest situation of a lumino-
phore in a homogeneous microenvironment, quenching
takes place in accordance with the Stern–Volmer equations
[4]:

I0=I ¼ t0=t ¼ 1þ KSV O2½ � ð3Þ

KSV ¼ kqt0 ¼ 4pgRND ð4Þ

where I and τ are, respectively, the fluorescence intensity
and excited-state lifetime of the luminophore, [O2] is the O2

concentration, KSV is the Stern–Volmer constant, kq is the
diffusion-dependent bimolecular quenching constant and
the subscript 0 denotes the absence of O2, g is the spin
statistical factor, R is the collision radius, and N is
Avogadro’s number. It follows from Eqs. 3 and 4 that, for
this ideal case, a plot of the I0/I versus [O2] will be linear
with an intercept at 1 and a slope of KSV.

FEWS optical properties

Spectrum (A) in Fig. 2 (a) shows the absorption spectrum
of the [Ru(bpy)3]

2+-doped hybrid ORMOSILs used in the
present O2 sensor. As shown, the hybrid ORMOSILs has a
Q band at 451 nm, corresponding to the deprotonated form
of the sensor dye of [Ru(bpy)3]

2+. The spectrum (B) in
Fig. 2 (a) shows the emission spectrum of the blue LED
light source measured by USB 4000 spectrometer. As
shown, the center emission wavelength of the blue LED is

b

a

Fig. 2 a Spectrum A: absorption spectrum of [Ru(bpy)3]
2+-doped

xerogels. Spectrum B: LED emission spectrum. b Fluorescence
emission spectrum of the [Ru(bpy)3]

2+-doped sensors at room
temperature
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λ=462 nm, which is well–overlapped with the absorption
spectrum of [Ru(bpy)3]

2+ at the Q band. Illumination with
the chosen LED results in fluorescence emission of the [Ru
(bpy)3]

2+-doped sensor at 622 nm which is presented in
Fig. 2 (b). These results confirm the choice of the blue LED
as the excitation light source for proposed FOEWS system.

Structure characteristics of the hybrid ORMOSILs by FTIR
investigation

The structure characteristics of the presented hybrid
fluorinated ORMOSILs-based materials have been investi-
gated by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)
and the spectra were analyzed in detail [29, 30]. Figure 3
presents the FTIR spectra of the dried gels based on (A) pure

Fig. 3 FTIR spectra of dried gels of SiO2: (A) based on pure TMOS
and (B) based on TFP-TriMOS/n-propyl-TriMOS

Fig. 4 Stern-Volmer plot of presented FOEWS based on TFP-
TriMOS/n-propyl-TriMOS for oxygen detection

Fig. 5 Sensor response to varying oxygen concentrations of 0%,
10%, 20%, 30%, 50% and 100%

b

a

Fig. 6 a Typical dynamic response of the FOEWS switching between
pure N2 and pure O2. b typical dynamic response of the FOEWS
switching between pure N2, air and pure O2
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TMOS and (B) TFP-TriMOS/ n-propyl-TriMOS, respective-
ly. Both (A) and (B) show strong peaks at (1) 3,442 cm−1

corresponding to physical absorption of water; (2) around
2,980 cm−1 corresponding to stretching vibration of C–H
bond; (3) 1,635 cm−1 corresponding to surface hydroxyl of
Si–OH; (4) 1,071 cm−1 and 794 cm−1 corresponding to
asymmetric and symmetric stretching vibration of Si–O–Si
bond, respectively. For spectrum (B), it shows several other
groups of strong peaks: (1) 1,449, 1,374 and 1,318 cm−1

corresponding to rocking vibration, wagging vibration and
twisting vibration of C–H for CH2, respectively; (2) at
1,269 cm−1 and 1,220 cm−1 corresponding to asymmetric
and symmetric stretching vibration of C–F bond, respective-
ly; (3) at 901 cm−1 and 838 cm−1 corresponding to vibration
of Si–C bond, respectively. These above peaks do not exist
in spectrum (A). In addition, the physical absorption peak of
water at 3,442 cm−1 in spectrum (B) is much weaker than in
spectrum (A). These differences between the two spectra
indicate that the trifluoropropyl group (CF3CH2CH2–)
has been successfully modified onto the surface of the
fluorinated xerogels material and the surface hydropho-
bicity of the fluorinated xerogels-based film has been
improved significantly.

Sensor response behavior for O2 detection

Sensitivity of the proposed O2 FOEWS

The overall quenching response sensitivity in O2 detection is
given by IN2/IO2, where IN2 and IO2 represent the fluores-
cence intensities in pure N2 and pure O2, respectively.
Figure 4 presents the Stern–Volmer plot for the presented
[Ru(bpy)3]

2+-doped TFP-TriMOS/n-propyl-TriMOS-based
FOEWS in O2 sensing. The Stern–Volmer plot provides an
indication of the relative sensitivity of the [Ru(bpy)3]

2+-
doped sensor based on hybrid fluorinated ORMOSILs and
the plot is linear to oxygen concentration in the range from 0
to 100%. From inspection, it is found that the sensitivity of
the present FOEWS is 7.5 with R.S.D. = 2.1%. Figure 5
shows the response of the sensor to varying concentrations
of O2 and these data illustrate the repeatability, stability and
high signal-to-noise ratio of the device. At the same time, the
sensor exhibits highest sensitivity at lower concentrations of
O2.

Response time and Limit of Detection (LOD)

The parameter used to characterize response time in this study
is the so-called t90 which is the time required for 90% change
in the intensity reading of the equilibrium value. The
response time is an important parameter in sensor design
and characterization. For many applications, a short response
time is desirable. Note that in acquiring the measurement

results, the sampling frequency of the N2000 chromato-
graphic data workstation was set to 20 ms in order to track
the dynamic behavior of the sensor. Figure 6 (a) demon-
strates the typical dynamic response of the FOEWS when
switching between pure N2 and pure O2, and Fig. 6 (b)
demonstrates the typical dynamic response of the FOEWS
when switching between pure N2, air and pure O2. From
inspection, it can be seen that t90 is 1.2 s when switching
from O2 to N2 and 0.9 s when switching from N2 to O2. All
of the plots show high values of signal-to-noise ratio with
little evidence of photobleaching. The presented FOEWS
yielded an LOD of 0.01% O2.

Conclusions

In conclusion, a novel FOEWS for oxygen detection based
on hybrid fluorinated ORMOSILs sensing coating immo-
bilized with [Ru(bpy)3]

2+ has been developed and charac-
terized. By using n-propyl-TriMOS and TFP–TriMOS, the
surface hydrophobicity of the sensing coating has been
greatly improved and then the quenching performance of
the FOEWS is remarkably increased. The sensor has a short
response time of ~1 s and low L.O.D. of 0.01% for oxygen
detection. Using a blue LED light source and a miniature
PMT detection system, the presented FOEWS shows
advantages of easy fabrication, low cost, fast response and
suitable sensitivity for O2 detection.
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